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0. Introduction 
In this paper we exhibit, in all positive characteristics, finite-dimensional rigid 
associative algebras with nontrivial infinitesimal deformations. This confirms, for 
positive characteristics, a 25-year-old conjecture. Our examples are not such as one 
chances upon. They are finite rings but the smallest we can construct is a 
669-dimensional EE-algebra. This ring is the incidence matrix ring of a finite simpli- 
cial complex as, indeed, are all our examples. In this case the complex is a triangula- 
tion of the suspension of ~[p2. 
We wish to mention at the outset that this paper is largely self-contained and 
should be accessible to the nonexpert. Here is an outline of the procedure: if 2' is 
a triangulation of a space X, then we can associate to 27 and any commutative ring 
k an incidence matrix ring (Section 2). This k-algebra, k2', has the feature that the 
Hochschild cohomology H'(k27, k27) equals the simplicial cohomology H'(,S, k). We 
proved this in [8] but here (Section 2) we give a new - and simpler - proof when 
Z is finite. The proof rests on the following fundamental theorem (Section 1) which 
in many cases greatly simplifies the computation of Hochschild cohomology: if S 
is a separable subalgebra of an algebra A, then the Hochschild cohomology of A 
is identical with that computed relative to S. 
Roughly speaking, a deformation of an algebra A is a 'multiplicative' 2-cocycle 
valued in 1 + tA [[t]] and its leading term is an 'additive' 2-cocycle valued in A. This 
additive cocycle is called the infinitesimal of the deformation and may be viewed 
either as the derivative of a continuously varying multiplication (the deformation 
itself) or as defining a deformation mod t 2 (Section 3). The latter property is 
shared by all 2-cocycles but the former is not. Equivalent deformations have co- 
homologous infinitesimals and therefore determine the same element of H2(A,A). 
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Our goal is to construct algebras which admit nontrivial infinitesimal changes in 
their structure but no nontrivial 'global' changes. That is, we wish to construct a
'rigid' algebra - one with no nontrivial deformations - having H2(A,A)¢0. 
A natural way to move from an additive structure to a multiplicative structure is 
by exponentiation. Ordinarily this has no meaning for Hochschild 2-cochains, in 
particular infinitesimals, for these are bilinear functions A × A --* A and their powers 
need not be bilinear. But when A = kZ it is meaningful, for then we may substitute 
simplicial cochains for Hochschild cochains and define the n th power of a s~mplicial 
cochain by taking the n th power of its value - the result being a simplicial cochain. 
However, if k has characteristic p the exponential becomes undefined at the coeffi- 
cient of t p. This suggests that the primary obstruction to deformation of kZ arises 
as an obstruction to passing from an 'additive' cohomology theory H'(Z, k) to a 
'multiplicative' one H'(Z, 1 + tk[[t]]) via exponentiation. This is indeed the case and 
led us initially to a description of a topological bockstein map for a general coeffi- 
cient ring (not just Z/pZ) and to many of its properties. When k = IFp=7//p~_ the 
map is just the classical bockstein, i.e., the cohomology connecting homomorphism 
induced by O~Z/pT/~7//p2Z~7//pZ-~O. However, in general it is not k-linear; it 
is an additive p th  power map (Section 4). 
C.A. Weibel pointed out that our bockstein may also be viewed as a connecting 
homomorphism induced by a certain naturally arising short exact sequence of rings 
of truncated Witt vectors. [For us, the ring of Witt vectors, W, has the multiplica- 
tive group l + tk[[t]] as its underlying abelian group. The multiplication is more dif- 
ficult to describe (Section 4)]. We adopt this more general approach ere. It shows 
that k - - (bockste in  with coefficient ring k) is a functor on the category of com- 
mutative D:p-algebras (Section 4) and that our bockstein is the 'universal' obstruc- 
tion map on Witt vectors (Proposition 4.5). More important, it allows us to classify 
all deformations of kZ - not merely the infinitesimal ones - by a cohomology 
group, namely HE(s, W) (Section 5). [The latter holds for any commutative ring k 
- finite characteristic is not.] We are indebted to Weibel for alerting us to the con- 
nection with Witt vectors. 
Using the bockstein we find conditions which allow us to control HE(s, :14/') arid, 
hence, the deformation theory of kS (Section 4). At that point finding the examples 
mentioned earlier is merely a matter of finding the appropriate spaces: they should 
have HE(s, k) ¢0 and the bockstein H2(S, k)--*H3(S, k) should be a monomor- 
phism (Section 6). 
It is useful historically to note that infinitesimal deformations of an algebra A are 
definable within any equationally defined category (e.g., associative, Lie, or com- 
mutative associative algebras). The group of these infinitesimals may be identified 
with the appropriately defined H2(A,A) (Section 3). Finite-dimensional 'rigid' 
algebras with nontrivial infinitesimal deformations were first constructed by 
Richardson in the category of complex Lie algebras [I 1]. He used a definition of 
'rigidity' weaker, a priori, than that of [6] (Section 3). We show that in characteristic 
p it is strictly weaker (Section 6). But for finite-dimensional algebras of character- 
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istic zero these two definitions of rigidity coincide (Section 7). The problem of ex- 
hibiting a rigid finite-dimensional ssociative algebra with nontrivial infinitesimal 
deformations remains unsolved in characteristic zero. 
These three notational conventions will be in force throughout this paper: k will 
be a commutative associative unital ring; [ ] will designate 'cohomology class of'; 
and f<n> means that f is an n-cochain. 
1. Hochschild cohomology relative to a subalgebra 
Let k be a commutative ring, A an associative k-algebra, and RCA a k-sub- 
algebra. The R-relative Hochschild and Yoneda cohomologies are relative cohomo- 
logies defined on the category of A-bimodules. 
We recall the basic definitions: an A-bimodule map 0~HomA(N,M)  is R- 
allowable if there is an R-bimodule map f~  HomR(M,N) satisfying 0f~ = ~; an A- 
bimodule P is an R-relative projective if it satisfies the usual lifting criterion relative 
to R-allowable pimorphisms; a projective R-resolution P. ~N is an exact sequence 
"'" ~Pn 0,,) 01 0 o 
pn_1~.. .  , po----* N~O 
in which the maps are all R-allowable and every P,  is an R-relative projective. 
(Dualizing yields the definitions of R-relative injective and injective R-resolution.) 
There are enough R-relative projectives and injectives ince the forgetful functor A- 
bimodules--* R-bimodules has both adjoints. (For example, V-.~ A ®R V®R A is 
the left adjoint and for any A-bimodule N there is an R-allowable epimorphism 
A ~R N(~R A "-* N, a ® n ® a" ~ aria', whose source is an R-relative projective.) 
Now the R-relative Yoneda cohomology functors Ext,.R(--,--) are defined to be 
the R-relative derived functors of Homm (--,--): Ext~,R(N, " )  can be computted as 
the cohomology of the complex HomA(P. , - )  where P. -~N is any projective R- 
resolution of N. (See [9, Chapter IX] for a demonstration that the usual cohomo- 
fogy yoga can be relativized in this way.) Note that the maps in P. ~ N are automati- 
cally R'-allowable whenever R 'C R. Hence, if P" ~ N is a projective R'-resolution 
of N the lifting property provides a map (unique up to homotopy of complexes) 
P'-* P. which commutes with id :N~N.  We then obtain a cochain map (again uni- 
que up to homotopy) HomA (P., - ) -~ Hom A (P', - )  and, so, a unique natural trans- 
formation 
Ext,, R (--, --)--~ Ext,, R, ( - ,  - ) .  (I.I) 
From (1.1) with R'=k we see that Ext,,k(--,--) is terminal among relative 
Yoneda cohomologies: for every R there is a transformation Ext, ,R(-- , -)-* 
Ext,,k(--,--). Consequently we abbreviate Ext,,k(--,--) to Ext~ ( - , - )  and refer to 
it simply as the Yoneda cohomology. It is natural to ask: when is Ext,~,R(--, --)-~ 
Ext~ ( - , - )  an isomorphism? We shall shortly see that k-separability of R suffices. 
(However, it is not necessary.) 
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First, recall that the enveloping algebra of A is A e =A ®k A°p and that the cate- 
gory of A-bimodules is isomorphic to the category of Ae-left modules. (E.g., if M 
is an A-bimodule define (a®a')m by (a®a')m=ama'.)  Clearly, a map is R- 
allowable if and only if it splits when viewed as a map of Re-left modules. Also 
recall R is separable if and only if it is a projective R-bimodule. This is equivalent 
to: there exists e= E Ui(~oiER e such that ~ uioi = 1 and (r® 1)e=(i ®r)e for all 
reR  (cf. [10]). These properties imply e2=e and e is called a separability idern. 
potent. If R is separable, then R e is separable. 
Lemma 1.1. Suppose R CA is separable. Then: 
(i) 0 : N~M is R-allowable if  and only if it is k-allowable. 
(ii) P is an R-relative projective if  and only if it is a k-relative projective. 
Proof. Assertion (ii) follows instantly from (i) and the 'only if' part of (i) is trivial. 
For the converse, first set S=R e. Observe that HOmk(M,N) is an Se-left module 
via (s® s'. g)(m) = sg(s'm). Suppose that fe  HOmk (M, N) satisfies ~f~ = ~. Let 
e= ~ u i®oi~S e be a separability idempotent for S e and set f=e . f .  Then, for 
seS  we have sf(m)=(s® 1)f(m)=(s® 1)e. f (m)=(1 Qs)e. f(m)=(1 ®s)f(m)= 
f(sm), so f is an S = R e-left module map, i.e., an R-bimodule map. Also, since 
is an A-bimodule map it is an R-bimodule map and so, is an Re-left module map. 
Then 
ofO(m)=O(e'feP(m))=O(~, uif(oi~(m)))= E ui~)f(oi~b(m)) 
= E ui~)f~b(oim) = E uidP(oim)= E UiOidP(m)=~b(m). 
Thus 0f¢~ = ~ and ~ is R-allowable. [] 
Theorem 1.2. I f  R is separable and RCA,  then Ext , ,R ( - , - )~Ext~( - , - )  is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. Since (by the lemma) every projective k-resolution is a projective R- 
resolution (and vice-versa) we can use a single resolution to compute both these co- 
homologies and the identity map from that resolution to itself will induce the map 
between the cohomologies. [] 
The functors Ext~,R(A,-) will be referred to as the R-relative Hochschild co- 
homology functors and will be denoted H°(A,R; - ) .  When R =k we refer simply 
to the Hochschild cohomology H°(A, - ) .  These are ordinarily computed using 
either the bar resolution P .~A or the normalized bar resolution P°~A given by 
Pn =A®Rn+2, Pn =A ®R (A/R)®Rn(~RA, 
n 
On(ao@'"@an+l) = ~ (--1)i'"@aiai+l@ "'" 
i=0 
(1.2) 
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Both of these are projective R-resolutions of A (cf. [9, IX.6]). Now the R-relative 
n.cochain group Cn(A,R;-)=HOmA(Pn,-)=HomR(A®Rn, - )  consists of k- 
rnultilinear functions of n variables atisfying 
f(ral, . . . ,an)=rf(al,.. . ,an), 
f (al, ... , a n r) =f(al, ..., a n)r, (1.3) 
• f(... ,air, ai+l,...)=f(...,ai, rai+l,...), for aieA,  reR.  
[Note that when R=k,  (1.3) follows from k-multilinearity.] The coboundary 
(~:C"(A,R;-)--+Cn+I(A,R;-) is given by 
n 
(Sf(al, . . . ,a,+l)=alf(az,.. . ,a,+l)+ ~ (-1)~f(...,aiai+l,...) 
i=1  
+ (- l)"+ lf(al,...,an)an+ l .
Of course, H*(A ,R ; - )  is the cohomology of the complex C*(A,R;-) .  The R- 
relative normalized n-cochain group is C~v(A,R;-)=HOmA(P,, -) .  The obvious 
epimorphism P. -+ P. induces an inclusion of complexes CTv(A, R; - )  ~ C'(A, R; - )  
and it is immediate that CTv(A,R;-) is the subcomplex consisting of those func- 
tions in C*(A,R; - )  satisfying 
f(al , . . . ,an)=O if any aieR. (1.3') 
The inclusion of complexes CTv(A,R; - ) -+C'(A,R; - )  induces an isomorphism of 
cohomologies. Further, if R'CR and P~ =A ®R'n+2 then P '~P.  can be taken to be 
aO®R .... ®R' an+ l ~" ao®R "'" ®R an+ 1 and, so, the transformation H'(A,R;  - )~  
H'(A, R'; - )  of (1.1) is induced by the obvious inclusion of complexes C°(A, R; - )  
C°(A,R'; - ) .  
If R is separable, then combining the above with Theorem 1.2 shows that the in- 
clusion CTv(A, R ; - )~ C*(A,-) induces an isomorphism of cohomologies. This is 
part of the utility of the theorem: it can permit a substantial reduction in the size 
of the complex used to compute H'(A, -) .  We shall exploit his in the next section. 
Finally, we should note that C'(A, R; A) is closed under both the graded cup pro- 
duct and the graded Lie bracket introduced in [5] for the case R = k. [The cup pro- 
duct is fPU gq (al, ..., ap+q ) = f(al, ..., ap)g(ap+ 1, ..., ap+q); the bracket generalizes 
the Lie bracket of derivations.] In particular, both products induce products on 
H'(A,R; A) and L) becomes graded commutative on cohomology. If R'CR then, 
trivially, C*(A, R; A) --+ C*(A, R' ; A) preserves both product and, so, H'(A, R ;A) --+ 
H°(A,R'; A) is a homomorphism for both. 
2. Rings arising from triangulations 
Let 27 be a finite simplicial complex and view 27 as a partially ordered set via: 
~<a'  if a is incident to a' (i.e., a c a'). For each commutative ring k let Mr(k) be 
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the ring of matrices with rows and columns indexed by the simplices of Z. We isolate 
a particular subring of Mz(k), namely kZ = the linear span of the matrix units E** ' 
with tr___tr'. The diagonal matrices - i.e., the linear span of {E *a } - form a sub- 
algebra R of kZ and ~aE°a®E aa is readily seen to be a separability idempotent. 
We shall refer to Ck(kZ, R; - )  as the strict cochains and abbreviate it to Cs(kZ,, -). 
Likewise, C'(kZ, R; - )  consists of the semi-strict cochains and will be abbreviated 
to Css(kZ,-). The results of Section 1 show that the inclusions Cs(kZ,-)-~ 
Css(kZ,-)~ C ' (kZ , - )  induce cohomology isomorphisms. 
To fix notation we recall the rudiments of simplicial cohomology. Partially order 
the vertices of 27 in such a way that each simplex is linearly ordered and let Z n be 
the set of n-simplices. For 0<r<n+l  the rth face operator Or:,~,n+l-"~27n is 
defined by 
Or(iO,...,in+l)=(io,...,[r,...,in+l) (omit ir). 
The cochain complex of 27 is the complex C'(Z, k) with C n (Z, k) = the set of func- 
= ~n+l  tions Zn~k and d" Cn(Z,k)~Cn+l(Z,k)  given by (df)(a) ~r=o ( -1 )~Ora) .  For 
0 _< r_< n + 1 the rth coface operator dr : C n (27, k) ~ C n + 1 (27, k) is given by Orf=f8 r. 
~n+l  So d= ~r=o (-1)rd~" The cohomology of C'(Z, k) is denoted H'(Z, k) and is in- 
dependent of the partial order chosen. 
Let 27' and 2~' be the restricted and unrestricted barycentric subdivisions of 2. 
Each has for its vertices the simplices of 27 which, we have observed, have a natural 
partial order. With this order, their sets of n-simplices are 27~ = { (e0,..., a , )  where 
o'0< "'" < an } and ~#~ ={(a 0, ..., an) where a0 <_ .-- _< an }. We now acquire, as above, 
C'(27', k) and C'(~#; k). It is well known that H'(2~', k) = H' (Z;  k) = H'(Z, k). 
Now suppose F<'°e Csns(kZ, kZ), for n>0.  Then,  since F is k-multilinear, it is 
determined by {F(E a°a*, ...,E~"-'"~-')}. If o'/'* oi+ l for some i, then the third con- 
dition in (1.3) - with r=E ai*; - implies F(E °°a*, ... ,E °È-~a~-~) =0. So F is, in fact, 
determined by {F(E a°°~, ... ,E aÈ-~°~) such that (o- 0, ..., tr n) e ~#,~ }. Now the first two 
conditions of (1.3) imply F(E ~'°a', ... ,E°"-'a")ekE °°aÈ. In dimension 0, 
C°(kS, kS) = C°(kS, kS) = HomR (kZ ®R kS, kS) = R. 
The foregoing shows that there is a well-defined epimorphism of complexes 
r: C'(~" k ) ,  C~s(kZ, kZ) given so: for n > 0, r f  (n> is the unique semi-strict cochain 
satisfying 
rf(EaOa,, ..., EO,_, o, ) =f(Cro, ... ' an )E°°a"; (2.1) 
in dimension zero, r f=  ~,of(a)E°°eR.  If, further, F is strict and ai=cri+l for 
some i, then (1.3') implies F(E°°°',...,E°"-'")=O. Hence, F is determined by 
{F(E ~°°', ... ,E  '~"-'°") such that (cr o, . . . ,  tr,) eZ:, }. There is then a cochain epimor- 
phism f :  C'(27', k)--, Cs(kZ, kS) given so: f f  is the unique strict cochain satisfying 
~f(Ea°a',..., E °"- IO'n ) =f(a0, -'", an)E a°a". 
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(N.B. f is not the restriction of z.) Since r and "? are obviously monomorphisms we 
have 
Theorem 2.1. r: C'(~',k)~C~s(kZ, kZ) and f :  C'(Z,k)-*Cs(kZ, kZ) are cochain 
isomorphisms which induce a cohomology isomorphism H'(Z, k) -- H'(kZ, kS). [] 
For computations C'(Z', k) and Cs(kZ, kS) are most efficient. However, observe 
that the multiplication 2-cochain/z(a, b) = ab and the identity l-cochain id(a) = a are 
both semi-strict but not strict. If l(">e C" (~; k) is the constant cochain with value 
1, then rl(l>=id and rl(2>=/z. [The latter actually follows from the former since 
~l(l> = 1 (2> and d id =/z.] This will be pertinent in Section 5. Note that fl(l>(E "a) = 0, 
so f is not the restriction of r. 
The following definitions and facts will be needed in Sections 4, 5. First, for 
f, g ~ C n (Z, k) define a cochain fg ~ C n (Z, k) by fg(tr) =f(tr)g(a). In particular, this 
defines the powers fr of a simplicial cochain f .  Next, the cup product in C'(Z, k) 
is given by 
f<P>U g<q>(io, ..., ip+ q) = f(io, ..., ip)g(ip, ..., ip+ q). 
Note well that 
f(l:, LI g (l > = (62f)(60 g). (2.2) 
Steenrod [14] generalized U to define operations Ui: CP(Z,k) x cq(z ,k)  -o 
cP+q-i(,~, k). In low dimensions we may redescribe U1 by 
f(l>u1 gO> =fg, f(l>O~ g(Z>=_(Olf)g, 
f(z>Li I gO>=f(d0g)+f(d2g), and (2.3) 
f(2> t,.J 1 g(2) = (~1 f)(63 g) -- (62f)(d;og)- 
Also, Sql f ( />=fUl  f .  Analogous to UI there is, for any associative algebra A, an 
operation ~ : CP(A,A) × Cq(A,A)-*  C p+q- I (A,A) [5]. In low dimensions we may 
redescribe ~ by 
F(l>~ G(l>(a) =F(G(a)), F(l>~ G(Z>(a, b) =F(G(a, b)), 
F(2>5 G(l>(a, b) = F(Ga, b) + F(a, Gb), and (2.4) 
F <2> ~ G(Z>(a, b, c) = F(G(a, b), c) - F(a, G(b, c)). 
Trivial computations show that 
r ( fUg)=r fOrg  and l-(f(P)t,.Jl g(q>)=(-l)P(q+l)TfsTg. (2.5) 
(For details, including the general definitions of t31 and 5, see [8].) Finally, if 
Fe C2(A,A) and G,H~ CI(A,A), then 'left multiplication by (0 c o), :A xA ~A xA  
has the property that Fo (~ o)~ C2(A,A). It is easy to verify the identity 
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z(f<2>(t~2g<l>)(d°h<l>))=zf°( zgO zhO)" (2.6) 
If Z' is a triangulation of a space X, then 27' also triangulates X and H'(X, k) ~. 
H'(Z', k) = H'(k_r, k~r). So if X has a finite triangulation, there is a corresponding 
algebra whose cohomology is the same as that of X. In fact, for any triangulable 
space there is such an algebra. It is constructed from a triangulation -r as before, 
but allowing infinite linear combinations of the matrix units E a~' (i.e., column. 
finite matrices). However, when Z' is infinite, the diagonal matrices do not form a 
separable subalgebra. So the proof above fails. For one that works, but uses more 
substantial machinery, see [8]. We should also comment that when Z' is infinite, the 
strict and semistrict cochains are defined as before with the additional requirement 
of infinite linearity. Then ~- and f are well defined and - when viewed as having 
codomain C'(k~r, k~r) - are cochain monomorphisms which induce a cohomology 
isomorphism H°(-r, k)=-H°(k-r, kZ). However, we have no direct proof that, for 
example, the cohomology of the strict cochain complex is H°(k-r, k_r). 
3. Three concepts of rigidity 
Let ~: be an equationally defined category and let A be a k-algebra in N:. Denote 
the multiplication in A by/ l .  A k[[t]]-bilinear map F t :A [[tl] ×A [[t]]-~A [[t]] is a 
deformation of A in E if: (i) it has the form Ft=lz+Flt+FEt2+ ... where each Fr 
is a k-bilinear map A ×A ~A extended to be k[[t]]-bilinear, and (ii) the resulting 
k[[tll-algebra is in R: [6,7]. The first non-vanishing Fr is then in  Z2(A,A) (cf. [6]). 
(Indeed, ZE(A,A) is alternately definable as the set of F such that A [t]/t 2 with 
multiplication/a+Ft is a k[t]/tE-algebra in ~:.) A deformation Gt is equivalent to 
Ft if there is a k[[t]]-algebra isomorphism ~t:Gt -*Ft  having the form ~t= 
id+~blt+~Et2+ .-- where each ¢~r is a k-linear map A-~A extended to be k[[t]]- 
linear. So Gt(a, b) = ~71Ft( ~ta, ~tb). We write Gt =Ft * cbt. By passing to an equi- 
valent deformation the first non-zero Fr in Ft can be changed by any coboundary 
(cf. [6]). If [Fr] =OEH2(A,A), then  Ft is equivalent o a deformation starting at 
place r + 1 or higher. A deformation equivalent to (the k [[t]]-bilinear extension of) 
/z itself is called trivial. Those k-algebras with but trivial deformations were called 
'rigid' in [6]. For clarity we henceforth say that such algebras are analytically rigid 
over k. When k is a field and A ®k ~" is analytically rigid over ~: we say simply that 
A is analytically rigid. A sufficient condition for this is that HE(A,A)=O - in 
which case A will be called infinitesimally rigid. 
For a finite-dimensional lgebra A over a field k there is another natural concept 
of rigidity. Choose a basis a I, ..., a n for A. Then we can write aia j= ~, cijga k for 
certain structure constants (cijk). The defining equations for ~= are equivalent to 
certain polynomial relations on {cijk }. These relations define an algebraic subset 
of affine n3-space (over .some universal domain containing k). The general inear 
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grOUp operates on Z~ and points in the same orbit represent algebras which become 
isomorphic over some common extension of their coefficient fields. Let (c)e Z j
represent A. We call A geometrically rigid if the following three equivalent condi- 
tions hold: 
(i) The orbit of (c) is open in ~g. 
(ii) (c) has a neighborhood in which every point represents an algebra isomorphic 
to A over some extension of k. 
(iii) A component of ¢~ containing (c) has a generic point which represents an 
algebra isomorphic to A over some extension of k. (The component must then be 
unique). 
Clearly, A is geometrically rigid if and only if A ®/< L is geometrically rigid 
whenever L is an extension of k. We close this section with some elementary results. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (c)= (cl, ..., cn) be a k-point o fan  affine variety V defined over k. 
Then for  some finite extension L o f  k there are power series c I (t ),..., cn (t ) ~ L [[t]] 
such that Cr(O)=cr for  all r and (c(t))=(cl(t), ...,cn(t)) is a generic point of  V. 
Proof. This is trivial if (c) is a simple point of V, in which case we may even take 
L = k. Otherwise, there is a birational map f :  W--, Vand a simple point (w) e Wwith 
f((w))--(c), all defined over a finite extension L of k. Now (w, c) is a simple point 
of the graph of f ,  some generic point of which must then have the form (w(t), c(t)); 
this gives the desired generic point for V. [] 
We call (c(t)) a power series generic point. 
Theorem 3.2. For a finite-dimensional lgebra over a field analytic rigidity implies 
geometric rigidity. 
Proof. We may assume the field k is algebraically closed. Let (c)= (cijk) be a point 
on ZJ representing A and let (c(t)) be a generic point with coefficients in k[[t]] of 
an irreducible component of ~,~ containing (c). Now the multiplication on A [[t]] 
defined by the structure constants (c(t)) is a deformation Ft of A; denote the 
resulting algebra by At. By hypothesis, F t =lz * ~t for some q~t- But this says that 
A t is isomorphic to A over k[[t]] and, hence, A t and A are isomorphic over the 
field k((t)). That is, (iii) above holds. [] 
Note that the theorem is independent of the particular equationally defined cate- 
gory. So for finite-dimensional lgebras: infinitesimal rigidity = analytic rigidity = 
geometric rigidity. 
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4. Witt vectors and the bockstein 
We begin with a brief review of the construction of the ring of 'big Witt vectors'. 
The underlying abelian group of a ring A will be denoted A 4. 
As usual, k is a commutative ring. The abelian group of (big) Witt vectors on k 
is W(k) ÷ =the multiplicative group 1 + tk[[t]]. This becomes a commutative ring 
by setting 
(1 - atr) • (1 - bt s) = (1 - aS/dbr/atrs/a)  (4.1) 
where d= gcd(r, s); since every P(t) ~ 1 + tk[[t]] has a unique factorization as P(t)= 
1-I (1 -a i t i ) ,  (4.1) can determine at most one t-adicallycontinuous distributive pro- 
duct. That it does determine such a product is relatively easy (cf. [1]). Then W(k) 
is a commutative ring with 1 - t as multiplicative identity and 1 as additive identity. 
Furthermore, k- -~ W(k) is a functor from the category of commutative rings to 
itself. 
Now W(k) has an intimate relationship with the product ring 1-Ii k given by the 
ghost map 
= d - tP ' ( t )  
gh-W(k)--, I-I k, P( t )~- t - - lnP ( t ) -  
dt P(t) 
(The powers of t in gh P(t) index the components of I-I~* k.) Another calculation 
shows gh to be a ring map (cf. [1]) - in fact, gh is a natural transformation form W 
--1 oo to k- -*  I-Ii k. Then In =gh ([In k) = 1 + t"k[It]] is an ideal, Wn(k) = W(k)/I,+ i
is the ring of Witt vectors o f  length n, and gh induces gh," Wn(k)~I- l~k. As 
before, k- -~ I4:, (k) is a functor and gh, is a natural transformation. Observe that 
a ~, 1 -  at is an isomorphism k--. Wl(k) and that 11 D I2D.'- is a descending se- 
quence of ideals in W(k). In fact, W(k) is complete in the topology of this filtration. 
Also, a ~ 1 -a t "  is an abelian group isomorphism k ÷ t~ (In/ln ÷1) + for every n >__1. 
We thus obtain an exact sequence of abelian groups 
O_,.k+ a Wn(k) ~,, W._ l (k ) - 'O  (4,2) 
which is also a functor on the category of commutative rings. 
When k is a Q-algebra gh is an isomorphism and (4.2) splits. Specifically: gh is 
easily seen to be a monomorphism due to the absence of Z-torsion in k; it is an epi- 
morphism since a-exp( - (a / r ) t  r) is, for each r_> 1, a map k ÷--, W(k) ÷ with the 
property Image(k--, W(k) ~ 1-I~' k) = component r. It follows immediately that gh, 
is an isomorphism and (4.2) splits. 
For the remainder of this section k will be an ~:p-algebra. For n <p, 1 <_ r<__ n and 
n=p,  l<r<p define irn:k + ~ Wn(k) + by 
ir",O,=exp(a,r) mod,n'' ,4', 
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Note that ir" is a natural transformation between the functors k- -k  + and 
k- "  W,(k) ÷ defined on the category of commutative ~:p-algebras. Now gh,, is an 
isomorphism for n<p - so W,(k)---H~ k - and (4.2) splits. (The argument is 
essentially the same as the one above for gh.) Of course, gh~ 1 = ~rn__ 1 i~ and {ir n (1)} 
is a set of orthogonal idempotents in IV,(k). 
Consider the case n =p. Then ghp is not an isomorphism since ghp(1-at  p) =0. 
For n =p, (4.2) becomes 
0--* k + a Wp(k) nP, Wp_ l(k)--*O (4.4) 
Note that or(l)= 1- - tP=(1- t )P=p.  ( t -1) .  Now Wp(k) is not an 0=p-algebra. In 
fact, the characteristic of Wp(k) is p2: p2. (1 - t) = (1 - t )  p2 = 1 - t p2 E lp+ 1 while, for 
O<a,b<p and ap+b~O, we have (ap+b). ( l - t )=(1 - - t )ap+b=(1- tP )a (1 - - t )b= 
(1-at p . . . .  ) (1-  bt . . . .  ) ¢i lp+ 1 . We conclude that (4.4) does not split. 
A computation - harder to read than to perform - shows that {irP(1)} is a set of 
orthogonal idempotents in Wp(k). (Use the same statement - as noted above - for 
{i~°-I(1)}, rrpirP=i p- l ,  and (kerr p)2=0.) So there is a canonical isomorphism 
Wp(k)=HP- lk×R(k)  where R(k) is a commutative ring and k-~.R(k )  is a 
functor on the category of commutative 0=p-algebras. An idempotent generator ek 
for R(k), as an ideal of Wp(k), is found by subtracting the idempotents iP(1) from 
the multiplicative identity of Wp(k). Thus ek = (1 -- t)i~(l) -1 .--ip _ 1(1) -1. Of course, 
ek is the multiplicative identity of R(k) as a ring. Since II p- 1 k has characteristic p 
we see that R(k) has characteristic p2 and, so, Z/p27/C R(k). With the natural 
isomorphisms noted above there is a canonical inclusion of the split exact sequence 
p- I  id p-1 
II k 'E  
2 2 
k-~0 
into (4.4). The quotient is 
0._~ R+ a np ,R(k)----,k--,O. (4.5) 
Comparing characteristics (= exponents of the underlying abelian groups) shows 
that (4.5) cannot split. Note that (4.5) is again a functor on the category of com- 
mutative 0:p-algebras. The map of exact sequences (4.4)--* (4.5) is as follows: at the 
left end is k id)k; the map Wp(k)--*R(k) in the middle is P(t)~,P(t).  ek; and the 
map at the right end is 
ghp_ I p -  1 proj 1 
Wp_l (k  ) ' kx  H k , k, 
2 
namely 1 -a l t  . . . . .  ap_ltp- l~(al , (2a2+a2,. . . ) )~al.  Observe then that a(1)= 
p. (1 - t )  implies t~(1) =ek and rtp(1 - t) = 1 - t  implies gp(ek) = 1. In the case k= 0:p 
examining (4.5) shows that R(~:p) has order p2 and, so, R(~:p)=7//p27/. The last 
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two comments combine to assert: when k= [Fp, (4.5) is just the usual exact se- 
quence 
0 --+ ~=p--+7/Ip2~ --+%"+0.  
Henceforth we shall suppress mention of k whenever convenient; e.g., we write 
W n for W n (k), etc. Let 27 be a simplicial complex and let d':H'(27, Wp_ l)~ 
H "+ 1(27,k+) be the cohomology connecting homomorphism induced by (4.4). We 
define the bockstein (with coefficient ring k) 
bk~ = bk'" H'(27, k +)-+ H" + ;(27, k +) 
to be the composition of H(i p- 1). H'(Z,, k +) -+ H'(27, Wp + l ) with d' .  Using the map 
(4.4)-+(4.5) we see that bk" also equals the composition of H(projl o ghp_ l o if-1) 
with the connecting homomorphism induced by (4.5). But projl o ghp_ l o iP-l= idk. 
So bk" is precisely the connecting homomorphism induced by (4.5). The comments 
at the end of the last paragraph then show that bk" is the classical bockstein when 
k = B=p (cf. [13]). The functoriality of (4.5) implies that k --~ bk~ is a natural trans- 
formation between (graded) functors defined on the category of commutative U:p- 
algebras, and, hence, is a functor on that category. Of course, for a fixed k the 
underlying space of 27 determines bk~, which is then a natural transformation be- 
tween (graded) cohomology functors defined on the category of topological spaces. 
We have, of course, bk(r/+ () = bk 17 + bk ~. The multiplicative structure of k also 
makes an appearance in the bockstein. Indeed, a particular consequence of Theorem 
4.3 (below) is bk~p x ~Tp ::# bk~ - even though [Fp2 = (IFp x ~:p)+. 
In examining bk ° it is helpful to note that any cochain to ~ cn(z, W) can be 
written uniquely in the form to=l - to l t - to2  t2 . . . .  with every torECn(~,k). 
(Recall that 1 e Cn(£,k) is the constant cochain given by l(tr)= 1.) Likewise, if 
toeCn(£, Win), then to=l - to l t  . . . . .  tom tm. Note that any toecn(27, Win) may 
be viewed as a cochain in C~(,V,, Win+i) for every i>_0. Suppose that to is a cocycle 
and toi<s = 0. The equation 1 = Jto = (J0to)(Jlto) -1 --.(t~n+ lto) (-l:÷' is equivalent to 
II2[r~rto= 1-12~(rt~rto. Comparing coefficients of t s on the two sides of the latter 
equation shows that tos is a cocycle, i.e., toseZn(27,k). In particular, we always 
have tol e Z~(~,,k) • 
The first lemma will be easier to state and prove after we introduce an 
additional piece of notation. For each n >_0 set M,, = {(m0, m~, ..., mn ÷~) such that 
mo+."+mn+1 =p and O<-mr<-p-1, all r}; then set M°n={(mr)eMn such that 
mr=O if 2lr  } and set M~ = {(mr)eM~ such that mr=O if 2"l'r}. 
Lemma 4.1. (i) I f  to= 1 - to l t+to2  t2 . . . .  +top_l tp-l eZ"(~ v, Wp_ l), then 
dn[to]=[ ~, 1-I c~rtom- ~ 1-I c~rtomr]. 
(mr)$M°n r (mr)eM I r 
(ii) I f  f e Z n (•, k), then 
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0rf,,,r] bkn[f]  = E H t~rfm" £ H • 
M ° mr[ M~ mr! J 
proof. To begin, (ii) is just (i) with co = ip-lf. (Then coi =f  i/i!.) When viewing co 
as a cochain with values in Wp denote it by cb. Then rCpCb = co and the snake lemma 
= lco)(-l) "+' tells us d" [co] = [hi where 0tb 1 - ht p. Now ~o5 = (Ooco)('~l co)- 1... (On + 
SO 
(1 -h t  p) H (¢~rco):-H (t~rco)" 
2~'r 2]r 
Comparing coefficients of t p on the two sides of this equation shows 
-h -  2 H (~rcomr------2 H (~rcomr, 
M'. Mo 
from which (i) follows instantly. [] 
A consequence of this lemma (and its proof) is: 
f -~  H orfm" ~, H t~rfm-----f 
M ° mr [ M l m r [ 
defines a cocyle map Bk~ = Bk"  Z'(27, k)--* Z" + 1 (27, k). Of course bk[f] = [Bk f ]  
but Bk( f+ g) #: Bk f+  Bk g. Since m r ! p -  m r ! (mod p) we have Bk fP = (Bk f)P. 
Note that Bk is an explicit cocycle map, involving no arbitrary choices. Indeed, 
k-.~ Bk~ is, again, a natural transformation between (graded) functors defined on 
the category of commutative 0=p-algebras, and is also a functor defined on that 
category. In Section 6 we shall need the following 
Corollary 4.2. (i) I f  re  z i (x, k), then 
p-I ( r )  ( fp - r .  ~. 
Bk l f= ~] ~.V U 
r=l \ (p - - r ) ! /  
(ii) I f  co= 1 -colt+ 0)2 t2 . . . .  +cop_I tp-l 
["f ] d2[co] =-  O)rU 1 COp- r • 
r=l 
{~ Z2(.~ ', Wp_ 1), then 
Proof. (i) Trivially, Md=0 and M°= {(p - r , r )  with 0<r<p}.  So, using (2.2), we 
have 
p-1 ¢~ofP -r a2fr 
Bk f= r =12 -~__ 7) I r! 
p-l  f r  fp - r  
-E r !U  r = l (p -  r)! 
(ii) This time M~ = {<p-r,r)  with 0<r<p} =M~2. So 
p ] 02[('0] = (¢~OCOp-r)(t~2COr) - 2 (¢~lcor)(t~3COp-r) 
r=l 
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p-I 1 = --O rtJltap-r 
r=l 
The second equality follows f rom (2.3). [] 
Note that when k = ~=2 this corollary asserts the familiar results: 
bk l r /= r/tJ r/ and bk2r/= Sqlr/. 
Theorem 4.3. I f  a ~ k, then bk arl = a p bk r/. 
Proof. Plainly, Bk f  is a homogeneous form of degree p. [] 
In Section 6 we shall wish to exploit the relationship between the bockstein and 
suspension. If  $27 is the suspension of 27, then there is a natural isomorphism (in 
dimensions >0)s"  :H '+ I (S27 , - )~H' (Z , - ) .  In particular, s" commutes with co- 
homology connecting homomorphisms. Applying this to (4.5) we obtain 
Theorem 4.4. bk 's"  = s" + lbk" + 1. [] 
The ' integration' problem provides additional insight into the meaning of the 
bockstein. The question is: given feZn(Z ,k )  does there exist taezn( , ,  r, W) of 
the form ta=l - f l - f2  t2 . . . .  ? An aff irmative answer requires a sequence 
09 (m) ~ zn (27, Win) so that the cochain map induced by Wm~ Win_ 1 maps o9 tin) to 
o9 (m-~). For m<p we may take o~(m)=i~n(f) - but we are not obliged to. Once 
o)(2), . . . ,  ta(p- 1) have been chosen - by any means - the obstruction to finding to (p) 
is d n [co (p- 1)]. We claim that the primary obstruction to building ta is bkn[f]  - 
regardless of how to(2), ..., a~ (p- 1) are constructed. This is just the case m = 1 of the 
fol lowing proposition, which we shall use later in this section. (We should comment, 
however, that the case m = 1 follows trivially f rom 
dn [to (p- 1)] = bk n o H(proj  1 o ghp_ 1 ) [ta (p- 1)] - .  b k" [ f ] . )  
Proposition 4.5. Let d" be the connecting homomorphism induced by 
7t 
O ---~ k + ---) Wpm ) Wpm _ l --~ O. 
I f  ta- - - : l - - tDmtm--o)m+l tm+l  . . . . .  O~pm_ltPm-l ~zn(27,  Wpm_l )  , then d"[(~]= 
bk n [tam ]. 
Proof .  First we consider the case tam = O. Suppose tar ~:0 but tai<r'-O. We show by 
downwards induction f rom r=pm-1  that dn[ta]  =0.  When r=pm-1  we have 
ta = 1 - tapm- Itrim- l Then, in fact, a) ~ Z n (~, Wpm) and no.) = to. So d n [to] = O. 
Now suppose m < r<pm-  1. Then, as noted earlier, tar ~ Zn( "~', k). I t  is easy to see 
that 
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Z = exp(tor tr) mod t pro+ 1 E Zn(,S, Wpm). 
Hence to(nz)~ Z~(X, Wpm_ 1)- A simple calculation ow shows to(nz) has the form 
, l t r+ l  1 - o)r+ . . . .  So, by induction, 
d ~ [tol = d ~ [tol + d ~ [nzl = d"  [to (nz)l = O. 
Now let O)m be arbitrary. As before, to m • Zn(X, k) and it is easy to see that 
, tm+l z=exp(-tomtm)mod tPm~Zn(.S,, Wvm_l). Since to- lz  = 1 -ogre+ 1 . . . .  we see 
that 0 = ffrn [to- lz] = aTn [z] - a7 n [to], so a7 n [to] = a7 n [z]. Computing a7 n [z] precisely as 
in the proof of  Lemma 4.1 now shows dn[z] =bkn[tom]. [] 
We return to the integration problem. If bk n [f] = 0, then there exists fp ~ C ~ (~r, k) 
for which 
o)(P)=i~-l( f ) -  fpt p ~ Zn(X, Wv). 
Examining the coefficient of t p in the equation d~o) (p)= 1 shows -~fp= Bknf. So fp 
is determined - up to a cocycle - as a solution to the equation ~g=-Bk~f .  (Since, 
formally, we may take fp=fP/p!  =- fP /p  we may say that, formally, Bknf= 
~fP/p.) Now for i<p 2 set f i=fp(fS/s[) where i=rp+ s with O<s<p. Then 
p2_ 1 
E ( -1 )~ t iEZn(  z, Wp2-1)" 
r=l 
(fp is playing the role of fP/p!.)  Hence the secondary obstruction to integrating f 
occurs at Wp2. It depends on [f] and fpeCn(X,k)/Bn(X,k) .  Continuing in this 
fashion we encounter a sequence of obstructions at Wpm - each depending on the 
preceding choices. 
The famil iar result for k = ~p that bk °+ ~bk°= 0, (cf. [2]), persists for an arbitrary 
coefficient ring. Indeed, if  fezn(x ,k ) ,  then Bknf can be integrated, so the 
primary obstruction to integrating it must vanish. To see this, let E(z)= 
exp(z+ (zP/p) + (zV2/p 2) + ...) be the Art in-Hasse exponential. The denominators 
of the coefficients in E(z) are prime to p (cf. [4]). If  feZn(Z ,  k) formally set 
o)(t)=~E(-ftl/P). [That is, use the formal definit ion of ~ in C'(27, W) - even 
though E(- f t l /P)¢Cn(X,W).]  Then if to ( t )ecn+l (x ,W)  we have, formally, 
6o~(t)=~2E(-ftl/P)=O, so to( t )eZn+l(Z ' ,W) .  Recall that BkfP=(Bkf )  p and 
that, formally, Bk f= ~fP/p. Now the formal identity 
og(t) = ~ exp(-ft  l/p - (1/p)fPt - (1/p2)fp "t p . . . .  ) 
= exp( - tSft l /p  __ (1/p)~fPt - -  (1/19 2) (~fP2tP  . . . .  ) 
= exp( -Bk  f t - (1 /p )Bk  fPt p . . . .  ) = E( -Bk  f t)  
shows that to(t)ecn+l(~,, W) and that to(t) has linear term -Bk f .  Note that 
to(tP)eBn+l(z, W) since E(-ft)e Cn(,~, W). We now use this to derive part (i) of 
a theorem which is critical for the results of Section 6. First, for each m> 1 the 
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Verschiebung Vrn " W + ~ W ÷ is the abelian group map defined by V m (P(t)) = p(tm). 
Theorem 4.6 .  (i) I f  bk n : Hn(27, k )~ H n+ l(Z, k) is an epimorphism, then 
H(Vp)  : Hn+ l(27, W)-~ Hn+ l(27, W) 
is the zero map. 
(ii) I f  bk n : H n (Z, k ) -~ H n + 1 (Z, k) is a monomorphism, then H n (Z, W) = O. 
Proof .  (i) For each to eZn+l (Z ,  W) we must produce 03eZn+l(Z,  W) satisfying 
[o9]=[o31 and 03(tP)eB~+I(27, W). Suppose, for some r_ l ,  we have found 
f l ,  ... , f r - I  eC~(Z,  k) and zl, . . . ,Zr- I  eZ~(27, k) such that to(r- l )=tod I-I~ - l  (1 - f i t  i) 
has the property 
t r -  to ( r -O( tP)=(dE( -Z l t  . . . . .  Zr-I 1))( 1 - tor tPr - tor+l  tp(r+l) . . . .  ). 
Then, as usual, o) r E Z n + 1 (27, k ) .  The hypothesis now provides Zr e Z n (27, k) and 
fr  e C~(27, k) such that to r=Bk Zr -  ~fr" Set to(r)= to(r-~)~(1 - - f r t r ) .  Now 
(1  - tot tpr . . . .  )d (1  - f r tpr) = (1 - (Or tpr . . . .  ) (1  - ~ f r tpr . . . .  ) 
= (1 - Bk Zr tpr . . . .  ) 
= E( -Bk  ZrtPr)(1 -- (Dr+ i tp(r+ 1) . . . .  ) 
= (dE(-zrtr) ) (  1 - tor+ I tp(r+ 1) . . .).  
So to ( r ) ( tP )=(OE( -Z l t  . . . . .  zrtr) ) (1-tor+ltP(r+l) - :  "') and the process can be 
iterated - starting with the trivial case r= 1 - to produce f~,f2, ... and Zl,Z2, .... 
Then l'I (1 - f i  ti) is a well-defined cochain and 03 = tod 171 (1 - r i t z )  has the property 
03(t p) = ¢~E(--Zl t -- Z2 t2 . . . .  ). 
(ii) Let m = min{r such that there exists 1 - tor tr . . . .  e Z n (27, W) with [tor] :~ 
OeHn(27, k)} and suppose that to= 1 - tom tm . . . .  eZn(~,  W)  has [tom] #:0. Then 
~=tomodtPm+l  eZn(27, Wpm) and ~o=tomodtpmezn(z ,  Wpm_ O. 
In the notat ion of Proposit ion 4.5 we have rttD=&. So bkn[tom]=aTn[tS] = 
aTn[ncb]=0 and we conclude that [tom]=0, a contradiction. Hence, if o9= 
1- to t  tr . . . .  ~Zn(Z ,  W) we have tor=dZr . Then 03=tod(l  + Zrtr) ezn(z ,  W)has  
the form 03 = 1 - 03r+ I tr+ l . . . .  . So 03r+ 1 = dZr+ 1 and we can continue this process 
to obtain Zr, Zr+ 1, Zr+ 2, . . . .  Then to~ 17I (1 q- Zi ti) = 1, SO to 6 B n (27, W). [] 
5. Deformat ions  and Wi t t  vectors  
Let 27 be an arbitrary simplicial complex. We shall show that the deformations 
of k27 are classified by H2(27, W). This will involve repeated use of (2.1)-(2.6) and 
Theorem 2.1, which apply even when 27 is infinite. (See the concluding comments 
of Section 2). 
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Suppose 09=l+co l t+co2t2+. . .eC2( .S ,W) .  Then &o=l  if and only if 
(t~o(,O)(t~lO))-l(t~2(,o)(t~309) -1 = l, i.e., (~0co)(~2co) = (61o9)(~3co). Comparing coeffi- 
cients of t n we see that the latter equation holds if and only if for all n we have 
n- l  
609n---- E ((~lO')r)(63con-r)-- (62cor)(t~OO)n-r) • 
r=l 
Hence, invoking (2.3) we see that co is a cocycle if and only if 
n- I  
~con= E corU1 (Dn-r for all n.  (5.1) 
r= l  
Further, 09 and 03 ~Z2(2~, W) are cohomologous if and only if there exists z= 
P' --1 l + zlt + z2t2 +.. .  e Cl(~r, W) such that co=03(~z)=co(~oZ)(~lz) (~2z). The coeffi- 
/1--1 cient of t" on the left side of co(~lz)=03(t~oZ)(~2z) is co,,+~lZn+ ~r--I co,,-r~IZr. 
The coefficient of t n on the right side is 
n- I  n -1  
03n -t- (~OZn q- t~2Z n-4- E (t~OZn-r)((~2Zr) Jr E 03r(t~OZn-r + t~2Zn-r) 
r= l  r= l  
n-1 n-r-1 
-t- E E 03r(t~OZn-r-s)(t~2Zs)" 
r= l  s= l  
Then, in view of (2.2) and (2.3) we find: co = 03~z if and only if 
az;,=con 03n (z -- -- rU1 con-r- l -ZrUZn-r+03rU1Zn-r  
r= l  
n-r - I  ) 
+ ~, 03r(~oZn-r-s)(~EZs) for all n. (5.2) 
s=l  
In a similar vein, let A be an arbitrary associative k-algebra and set F~= 
i i+Fl t+F2t2+ -... with Fn~C2(A,A).  To be a deformation F t must satisfy 
Ft(F t (a, b), c) = F t (a, Ft (b, c)) for all a, b, c e A. Comparing coefficients of t n and in- 
voking (2.4) we find (cf. [6]): Ft is a deformation if and only if 
n--1 
~Fn = ~. Fr~Fn_r for all n. (5.3) 
r=l 
Moreover, ~t = id + ~1 t + ~2 t2 +- - -  gives an equivalence of two deformations, F t 
and Gt, if and only if i tdefines a k[[t]l-algebra isomorphism. Equivalently, we 
must have ~tGt(a,b)=Ft(~ta,  ~tb) for all a, beA.  Again comparing coefficients 
of t n in view of (2.4) reveals: Gt =I t  * ~t if and only if 
~@n = On - Fn - ~ -@r ~ Gn-r + C)r U dPn_r 
r= l  
. r ,  0 ) )  
+Fr~bn-r+ ~, Fr° for all n. (5.4) 
S= 1 ~J)n--r--s 
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The bridge between these obviously similar situations is the cochain map r of 
(2.1). For ta=l+ta l t+taEtE+'"~cn(z ,  W) set 
rta = rl  + (rtal)t + (/:ta2)t 2+'" -  
As previously noted, when n=2 we have rl  =/1 and when n= 1 we have r l= id .  
Lemma 5.1. I f  ta ~ C2(,~ ~, W),  then co is a cocycle i f  and only i f  to3 is a deforma. 
tion. I f  ta, o3 e Z2(~ ', W) and ta=~b(~z)for zeC l (2  ', W), then rta = (r&)* (rz). 
Proof. In the presence of (2.5) applying r to (5.1) gives (5.3) for rta. Since r is a 
cochain monomorphism we see that (5.1) is equivalent to (5.3) for rto. This yields 
the first assertion. The second follows from applying r to (5.2) and observing that 
(2.5) and (2.6) imply the result is (5.4). [] 
Let Def(k27) be the set of equivalence classes of deformations of k2L According 
to the preceding lemma, r induces a map z:H2(,~, ' W)--~ Def(kZ') which we shall 
call the classifying map r. Of course, (2.5)-(2.6) apply equally well to f which then 
induces a map f: HE(z~? ', W)--+ Def(k2~). But there is a caution: since f l  :~ rl we set 
l ' to : f lW( f to l ) t÷""  for toeC2( ,~ W) and f z= id+( fz l ) t+. . ,  for zeC~(~r',W). 
The next lemma says that the classifying maps r and f are epimorphisms. 
Lemma 5.2. Let Ft =lz +Fro tm +Fro+ 1 tin+ 1 + ... be a deformation o f  k,., r. Then F t is 
equivalent to rta for  some co = 1 + tom tm ÷ ".. E Z2(z~ ',W). If[Fm] 50 ,  then [tam] #:0. 
Also Ft is equivalent o fta" for  some ta' ~ Z2(27; W). 
Proof. The proof of the third assertion is identical to that of the first. So we shall 
show only that F t is equivalent to some rta. Since Fm e ZE(k~ ',k~'), Theorem 2.1 
provides to m e Z2(2~" k) such that F m - rto m E BE(k~, k~), say F m - Ztom = ~¢m. Note 
that [Fm] =0 if and only if [tom] =0. Define F[m)=lz+Ftmm)tm +Ftmm)+lt m+l +"" by 
F~ m) =Ft * (id - ¢Pmtm). Then F[ m) is an equivalent deformation and (5.4) shows that 
Ftmm)=rtom . NOW suppose that, for some n>_m, we have found ¢)m,...,¢ne 
Cl(kZ, k~ r) and tom, . . . , tone C2(~'k )  such that 
FCt n) = Ft * ((id - ~Pmtm ) o "" o(id - (pntn )) 
satisfies Ftmn)= rtom, ... ,Fntn)= rton. From (2.5) and (5.3) we see that 
~" O')r l")l ('On+ l - r  " r " n+ l - r  1 
r=l  r= l  
! 
is a coboundary. Since r is a cochain monomorphism there exists tan + ~ e C2( 2~', k) 
such that Jtan+l ~r=l ( ,OrU l ( .On+l_  r .  But then J(Fnt~l- r tan+l)=0,  so Theorem 
I I  ! Ff 2.1 provides tan+lEZ2(,~'k) such that l~nn)+l-rtan+l-rtan+leB2(kZ, k'~), say 
Ft~ 1 - rtan' + 1 - rtanu+ 1 =d~f~+ 1. Set ta,+l =ta~+l +ta~+l and note that &o,+l -  
rn= (.O rO 1 Then 1 ( 'On+l-r" 
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F~,,+ i)= F[,,), ( id -0n  + it n+ 1)= F t ,  ((id-Omtm)o " "  o ( id-0, ,+ it "+ 1)) 
satisfies ;:(n + 1) ~.(n + 1) - m = rOgm'  " " ' "  n+l  = ' t ' t 'On+l"  Hence the process may be iterated. Then 
we have 
Ft * ((id - Om tm) o (id -Om + I tm+ 1) o...) = rw 
where 03=l+O)mtm+( .Om+ltm+l+ "'" • [ ]  
A calculation similar in spirit to the foregoing will show that if rto and to3 are 
equivalent deformations, then 09 and t3 are cohomologous. Thus the classifying 
maps r and f are monomorphisms. Restriction gives an obvious cochain map 
#" C ' (~ ' , - )~  C'(2~;-) which, in fact, induces a cohomology isomorphism. It is 
easy to check that when ~o e Z2(2~ ', W) the deformations rto and f009 are equi- 
valent. So, for the classifying maps we have r = fH(Q). Since H'(~' ,  - )=  H'(Z", -)~_ 
H'(Z',-),  we also have 
Theorem 5.3. The classifying maps r and f are bijections. There is a natural bijec- 
tion H2(Z ', W) ~ Def(kZ'). [] 
The theorem asserts (remarkably) that the equivalence classes of deformations 
form an abelian group. (The identity is the trivial deformation.) It would be in- 
teresting to have an intrinsic characterization of the group law on Def(kZ'). Note 
that, since W is a ring, H°(27, W) has a cup product structure. If r/,(~Hl(2?, W), 
then r/O(~H2(2~, W). Which deformations can be obtained in this way? With 
some obvious modifications the proofs above show that H2(2~, W,,) classifies equi- 
valences classes of deformations mod t n+1. The same questions apply in this set- 
ting. 
Finally, we should remark that a 1-parameter family of automorphisms of an 
algebra A is an automorphism tJb t = id + 01 t +.-- of the power series algebra A [It]]. 
There is an obvious concept of equivalence (cf. [6]). Equivalence classes of one- 
parameter families of automorphisms are classified by H I (z  ', W). The proof is 
similar to, but simpler than, the preceding arguments. 
6. Separating examples for the concepts of rigidity 
Let k be a field of characteristic p. For any associative k-algebra A there is then 
a map 
obs 'H I (A ,A)~H2(A ,A) , [O] , - - ,  - -13 . 
Lr=l r! (p - r ) ! J  
(O r is the rth iterate of 0.) When A = kX, Corollary 4.2 - together with (2.5) - tells 
us that obsor=robk .  If IF] S0  and [FI ~Image(obs), then there is a nontrivial 
deformation Ft=lz+Ft+F2t2+ ... of A which becomes trivial over k[[tl/P]] (cf. 
b 
[6], in which obs is called Sqq). 
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Theorem 6.1. Let ~ be a finite simplicial complex and let k be a field o f  charac. 
teristic p. 
(i) I f  bk:Hl(27,k)~H2(27,k)  is an epimorphism and H2(27,k)#:0, then kZ is 
geometrically rigid but not analytically rigid; every deformation becomes trivial over 
k[Itl/P]]. 
(ii) I f  bk'H2(27,k)-*H3(.S,k) is a monomorphism and H2(27,k):~=0, then kZ is 
analytically rigid but not infinitesimally rigid. 
Proof. (i) If K is any extension field of k, then bk" HI(Z ' ,K)~HZ(- r ' ,K)  is an epi- 
morphism and H2(Z ', K) ~= 0. Hence obs : H t(KZ, KZ) ~ H 2 (K~r, K27) is an epimor- 
phism and H2(K27,K,.,r)=/=O. In view of the remark preceding the theorem, we see 
that k27 is not analytically rigid. Let (c)=(c l, ..., cn) be the structure constants of 
kZ' relative to some choice of basis. In the algebraic set of structure constants for 
n-dimensional lgebras pick a power series generic point of the component contain- 
ing (c), say (c(t)) = (cl (t), ..., c,~ (t)). Then ci(O) = ci and, according to Lemma 3.1, 
ci(t) eL[It]] where L is some finite extension of k. Now (c(t)) defines a deforma- 
tion F t = p + F1 t +... of L27 = L ®k k27. Note that Ft is a deformation of kZ' itself if 
and only if L = k. It is sufficient to prove that Ftp is trivial, for then F t will be 
trivial over L [[t l/p]]. But, in view of Lemma 5.2, F t is equivalent to ztn for some 
to eZ2(Z ', W(L)) and, so, Ftp is equivalent o to(tP). NOW Theorem 4.6 tells us 
¢o(t p) is a coboundary, so Ftp is trivial. 
(ii) Since H2(k27, k~r)=H2(~r,k)=/:O, we see that k*  is not infinitesimally rigid. 
Now Theorems 4.6 and 5.3 combine to assert hat k27 has no nontrivial deforma- 
tions. [] 
To give separating examples for the various concepts of rigidity we need only ex- 
hibit spaces with finite triangulations and the appropriate cohomological properties. 
Let lip be the quotient of the closed unit disk by the map identifying z with Z(p. 
((p= a primitive pth  root of 1.) For p=2 this is just RIP E. Then bk :HI(lip, l:p)-* 
H2(lip, 0:p) is an isomorphism and H2(lip, Fp) = ~:p. If 27 is a finite triangulation of 
lip, then 0:p27 is geometrically but not analytically rigid. When p = 2 the most 
economical triangulation of [~IP2 yields a 121-dimensional 6:2-algebra; this is our 
smallest example of an algebra of this sort. If 2~ is a finite triangulation of S lip then 
(appealing to Theorem 4.4) we see that ~:t,~ is analytically but not infinitesimally 
rigid. One way to obtain z~ is to suspend a triangulation of lip. Suspending the 
most economical triangulation of IRP 2 yields a 669-dimensional F2-algebra which is 
analytically but not infinitesimally rigid. (There are more economical triangulations 
of SIRIP 2 than this.) In contrast, Richardson [11] gave examples of geometrically 
rigid but not infinitesimally rigid Lie algebras in every even dimension greater than 
16. 
As remarked at the start, we still have no separating examples in characteristic 
zero. If k is a Q-algebra and 27 is any simplicial complex, then k27 cannot be such 
an example. For 
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Def(k27) = H2(27, W) = H 2 I-[ k = 1-I H2( 2~, k) = I] H2( k~,, k~r) • 
1 1 1 
The results of the next section curtail the search in characteristic 0 for a geometrical- 
ly but not analytically rigid algebra: none can exist. 
7. Geometric rigidity = analytic rigidity for finite dimensional algebras of 
characteristic zero 
We prove here 
Theorem 7.1. Let k be afield of  characteristic zero and let A be a finite-dimensional 
k-algebra in an equationally defined category. Suppose that A is geometrically rigid 
and let Ft=la+Flt+F2t2+ ... be a deformation of  A. Then Ft is trivial. So A is 
analytically rigid. 
Proof. Observe first that if A and B are finite-dimensional algebras over any field 
k, and if for some extension L we have A ®k L -= B ®k L, then this is already so for 
some finite extension of k. For if 1"2 is the universal domain, then the set of all iso- 
morphisms A ®k Q ~ B ®k Q is an algebraic set in some affine space and by hypo- 
thesis is not empty, so it has an algebraic point. 
It will be sufficient o show that the first non-vanishing Fr in Ft (if there is one) 
is a coboundary. For if Ft=/a+Frtr+ "'" with Fr=~p tr), then Ft*(id-gp(r)t r) 
begins at a place higher than r, so we can successively find ~(r), ¢ptr+ 1), ... such that 
F t • ((id - ¢ (r)tr) o (id - ~ tr+ 1)tr+ 1) o - . - )  : F/- 
The infinite composition in brackets is meaningful, and denoting its inverse by ~t, 
we have Ft = la * ~t, showing the triviality of F t . 
Let At be the k((t))-algebra with underlying vector space A((t)) and multiplica- 
tion F t. By hypothesis, A t and A( ( t ) )=A ®gk((t)) are isomorphic over some ex- 
tension L of k((t)). We may, without loss of generality, assume that k is algebraical- 
ly closed. Being of characteristic zero, its only finite extensions are of the form 
k((tl/m)) for some m>0 (cf. [12, p. 76]). Replacing t by t m, we may suppose that 
Arm and A((tm)) are isomorphic over k((t)). So there is a vector space automor- 
phism ~v t of A((t)) with 
Ftm(a,b)= ~'tn(~'ta, 'Ptb); i.e., Ftm=la * ~t • (7.1) 
(Note. ~Pt has the form t-s(~,o + ~' l t+ "-'), where the ~/r are k((t))-extensions of 
linear maps A ~A;  so even if m = 1, (7.1) does not show that F t is trivial unless also 
s=0.) Suppose that F I= ' "=Fr_ I=O while Frg:O. Then FrEZ2(A,A).  Let c~t 
denote the coboundary operator in C" (At, At). Differentiating (7.1) with respect o 
t gives 
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(Ftm)tz-_-tlJtl~lJ~!lJtl(tFlt a, I[-Itb)+ ~tt I (~r-t;a , tilth)+ t/Jt 1 (~-tta, ~J~b) 
= - ~71~P~ (Ftm(a, b)) + Fts( P71~P¢a, b) + Fm(a, ~Ptl P~ b) 
= ~t( ~t l  tI-/:)(a, b). 
--1 i That is, (Ftm)'=d~t(~i ~i); the left side is rnrFrt mr-l +m(r+ l)Fr+ltm(r+l)-l+ ..., 
which is therefore a coboundary in At. It follows (since the characteristic s zero) 
that Fr can be extended to a coboundary in At. In the associative case, Coffee and 
Gerstenhaber [3, 7] have shown that for all positive n, 
H"(At, A,) = (extendible n-cocyctes)/(those extendible to coboundaries). (7.2) 
(This is also true, of course, for deformations of complex structures; the idea stems 
from Griffiths.) For n_< 2, (7.2) remains meaningful for algebras of an arbitrary 
equationally defined category, and the proof is identical. It follows that if Fr were 
not already a coboundary then we would have dim H2(At, At )< dim H2(A,  A). This 
is impossible, since A t is isomorphic to A((t)), so Fr is indeed a coboundary. [] 
Note that 'equationally defined' includes the possibility that there be no defining 
equations at all. The theorem is really a statement about affine algebraic sets in- 
variant under a twice-covariant once-contravariant representation of the general 
linear group, since any such in effect determines an equationally defined category 
of algebras. 
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